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Scopes of this Presentation

 Introduce concept of active learning

 Demonstrate active learning strategies and techniques

 The teacher’s role in active learning

 Incorporate active learning into your future teaching 



Principles of Learning

 Learning is an active process

 People learn to learn as they learn

 Physical actions and hands on experience may be necessary

 Learning involve language

 Learning is a social activity

 Learning is contextual

 Learning is not instantaneous

We often don’t know what we think until we try to say/write it.

 Just because you’ve said it doesn’t mean they’ve learned it.



Superficial Learning

 Involve an excessive amount of course material

Offer little opportunity to pursue subjects in depth

 Provide little choice over topics and method of study

 Employ an anxiety-provoking assessment system –
rewards regurgitation of factual information



Deep Learning

Create a motivational context

 Stimulate active learning

 Encourage interaction with others

Well-structured and integrated knowledge

Discovery and exploration



Larger staff/student ratios diminish the student focus

Students are looking for new and different experiences

The curriculum is not engaging

The learning environment is unsupportive

Teachers are not engaged

Students don’t work as effectively as they used to

Teachers need more skills on how to teach effectively

Academic heads aren’t skilled in improving the outcomes

…..All of the above

The Deteriorating Student Experience







... is the vehicle

driving STUDENT 

LEARNING.



In other words, so they will go from this

The secret to being a 
bore is to tell everything.  

Voltaire
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To doing this……
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Active Learning

 An important learning principle, 
supported by extensive research is 
that students learn best when they 
are actively involved in the 
learning process

 This is illustrated using the 
learning pyramid

 The further down the pyramid 
students go, the more information 
they learn and retain
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Source: National Teaching Laboratory Institute
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Information Processing Model

1. Student receives/takes in information

2. Sorts through the information, organizes, modifies so it 
makes sense

3. Stores the information in to long-term memory 



What is active learning?

We might think of active learning as an approach to 
instruction in which students engage the material they study 
through reading, writing, talking, listening, and reflecting. 



Active learning

Analysis of the research literature suggests that ...................... 
“students must do more than just listen: They must read, 
write, discuss, or be engaged in solving problems. Most 
important, to be actively involved, students must engage in 
such higher-order thinking tasks as analysis, synthesis, and 
evaluation” (Chickering and Gamson 1987). 



Active Learning

Reflecting
On what and 

how
One is learning 
Alone and with 

others

Information 
and 

Ideas
In-class, out-

class,
online

Experiences
Doing, 

observing
Actual, 

simulated



What is Active Learning?



What is Active Learning?

students solve problems, answer questions, 
formulate questions of their own, discuss, 
explain, debate, or brainstorm during class

Active Learning

Problem-
Based 

Learning

Cooperative 
Learning

Learn By Doing

Inquiry-based 
learning



“WHEN LEARNING IS ACTIVE, 
STUDENTS DO MOST OF THE 
WORK” [SILBERMAN].



Why use active learning?
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 “Tell me, I forget.  Show me, I remember.  Involve me, I 
understand.”

Chinese Proverb

 “Give a man a fish; you have fed him for today.  Teach a 
man to fish; and you have fed him for a lifetime.”

Author unknown
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 Business and industry have clearly advocated that in 
today’s education system, there must be a place for 
teaching students to become team members, to share 
resources and talents, and to acquire social skills that will 
help them in the workplace.

Texas Higher Education Co-ordinating Board

 “What children can do together today they can do alone 
tomorrow.”

Vygotsky, 1965

Why use active learning?
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 “What is the most effective method of teaching? Students 
teaching other students.” 

McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1986

When students were asked to discuss with a partner what a 
teacher presented at frequent intervals during the class, 
they received up to two letter grades higher than students in 
the control group did 

Ruhl, Hughes, and Schloss, 1977

 Experience + Reflection = Learning

Why use active learning?



 Increase student participation

 Increase student engagement

 Increase student retention

 More student ownership in course

 Less lecturing by instructor

 More exciting classroom experience

 Higher level thinking

Why use active learning?



HOW COME THE MORE I TALK THE LESS MY 
STUDENTS LEARN?



Advantages of Lecturing

 Spark interest

 Provide unavailable information

Convey large amounts of information

 Reach large audiences

Model ways of thinking

Maintain control

 Protect students

Help auditory learners

Source: Sutherland and Bonwell



Disadvantages of Lecturing

 Passive students

 Inadequate feedback

 Flagging attention

 Poor retention

 Burden on lecturer

Non-auditory learners

Source: Sutherland and Bonwell



As Lecture Continues, 
Retention of New Material Declines
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Counter the Objections

 “That’s not how I learned the material.”

 “Active learning is great for children, but college students 
don’t need it.”

 “It’s too slow paced— I’ll spend a lot of time watching 
instead of talking.”

 “I won’t be able to cover all the material.”



What is Active Learning?
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From: McKeachie, Teaching tips: Strategies, research and theory for
for college and university teachers, Houghton-Mifflin (1998) 



GOAL: GET STUDENTS 
ENGAGED IN LEARNING -

Thinking, talking, moving, or emotionally 
involved so that what you teach gets into 
long-term memory.



Basic Elements of Active Learning

Active learning strategies use one or more of these elements:

 Talking and listening

Writing

 Reading

 Reflecting



Categories of Active Learning Strategies

 Individual activities

 Paired activities

 Informal small groups

Cooperative student projects



Before We Start…..

Does require some ‘risk taking’.

 Be willing to ‘experiment’.

 Be willing to ‘adapt’.

May be uncomfortable for the students.

May be uncomfortable (initially) for you too!



Improving Lectures

 Plan objectives

 Include graphics, charts, graphs, etc

 Plan what you want to annotate

 Learn students’ names

Cue important points

Give short activities

Give students time to generate questions

Have students summarize major points



Active Lecturing

Parts of a lecture

 Beginning

 Middle (the meat)

 End



Beginning of the lecture

Gain students’ attention, motivate them to learn

Use activity, question, picture, music, or video clip to draw 
them into the topic

 Tell them what they will learn – objectives

Access students’ prior knowledge

Use activities that allow students to relate what they 
already know to the concept to be studied. 



Take a moment to reflect on your 
experience with PowerPoint.

Come up with a positive and a 
negative example.

Open Question



What do you know about the ways students 
learn?

Start with your clearest thoughts and then move 
on to those that are kind of out there!

Brain Storming



Take out a sheet of paper and list as many 
characteristics of good lecturing as you can.

Focus Listing



Questions?





Middle (Meat) of the Lecture

Pause every twelve or fifteen minutes for students to 
process the information actively. 

Research shows that people can’t attend to lectures 
for longer than about 12 or 15 minutes.



Middle, cont.

 You either have your learners’ attention or they can be 
making meaning, but not both at the same time. Teachers 
who don’t allow time for students to process information 
do an enormous amount of reteaching. 

Use active learning strategies to prevent students from 
wandering off. 



Middle, cont. 

 Strategies may be used with any size class in only a few 
minutes’ time, done alone or in pairs. (Use a timer to keep 
to schedule.)

 Build in the pause as you plan the lesson, or build it into 
your PowerPoint

Adapt strategies that fit the particular lesson. Many 
strategies are adaptable to multiple uses.



Think about how you might use active learning strategies in 
your lectures.

Turn to a partner and discuss.

Share your findings with the large group.

Think-Pair-Share



Take a few minutes to compare notes with a partner:

 Summarize the most important information.

 Identify (and clarify if possible) any sticking points.

Note Check



Take a minute to come up with one question.

Then, see if you can stump your partner!

Question and Answer Pairs



End of the lecture – wrapping it up

 Summarize information, provide closure, and ask students 
to connect the information to themselves, their own values, 
and its application in the world

Ask students for the muddiest point of the day (or 
something similar). 

 Review and closure activities that foreshadow the next 
lesson



Summarize the most important points in 
today’s lecture.

Two Minutes Paper



Which of the strategies we’ve covered would you like 
to try in your own classes?

One Final Question…….



what would it be?

If you could ask one last question….



3 things you gained

2 things you will use in your class right 
away

1 thing you want to learn more about



Active Learning Strategies

 The “Collaborative Class”
 Works in large classes.

 “Relatively” non-threatening.

 Builds confidence; Builds listening skills.

 Can engage everyone (since could call on any pair of 
students).

 Challenges students perceptions.

 Built on the “Think, (Pair), Share” model.



 Variations in the Model:

 Think, Pair, Share.

 Think & Share.

Concept mapping

 Experiment learning

 Video critic

Graph organizers

Active Learning Strategies



Form Learning Groups

 Random assignment (#, cards)

 Fictional cards (Harry Potter & Friends)

 Birthdays

With group work there is always the issue of the leader.

How would you assign or encourage group to pick a leader?

Silberman: “Active Learning: 100 Strategies…”



Time Savers & Logistics

 Start on time

Get the class’s attention

Give clear instructions

 Pre-prepare support materials

Control discussion

 Bring closure

Silberman: “Active Learning: 100 Strategies…”



Concerns & Issues

What are your concerns about using 
active learning activities & 

techniques?



Suggestions

Describe to the students what is happening and why

 State expectations

 Incorporate assessments with activities

 Start off simple (low risk)

Ask questions, walk around classroom, be attentive to 
student questions

Have students rely on each other



Active Learning Strategies
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Group projects

 Role playing

 Research

 Table quizzes

Crosswords

Word-search

Mind-maps

 Think-Pair-Share

 Paired Reading

Drill and Review Pairs

 Turn-to-your-
neighbour summaries

 Four-step review

Matching exercises

Whip-around

Graphic Organisers





Role Playing
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Suitable topics include:

 The consumer – conflict with the retailer

 The person at work

 Industrial relations 

 Resolving a dispute 

 Interviewing potential staff

Holding a meeting (clubs)

Deciding what to do with a budget surplus/deficit



Table Quizzes
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Can be conducted at the end of any topic

 Split class into groups (of 3, 4 or 5)

 The team with the highest score wins

 Try to ensure each group has at least one strong member

 Students learn from each other, and have a greater sense of 
achievement than  when working alone



Crosswords
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Can be used individually, in pairs or in small groups

 Easily created using resources on the internet

 Ideal project for Transition Year students



Word Searches
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 Suitable for individual and paired use

When complete, students should write the definition of the 
word, and give an example if appropriate on the back of the 
sheet, or in their copy

 Easily created on the internet



Think-Pair-Share
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A strategy for answering possible test or exam questions

 Students individually think of their answer, perhaps writing 
down their main points

 They pair up with a partner

 They discuss their answer with their partner, and come up 
with a new, improved answer, taking the best from each

 They share their results with the class



Paired Reading
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 Turn headings into questions

 Read bite-sized chunks silently

 Prioritise important points with a partner

 Summarise and write down the important points

Continue through the material

Decide on the most important points, devise questions to 
check comprehension

Create a visual 



Drill-Review Pairs
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 Students drill each other over material until they are certain 
that each other knows and can remember all material

Used for test review

 Teacher checks understanding as needed

When the pair have finished, they should check their 
answers with another pair



Turn-to-your-Neighbour Summaries
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Common practice: ask one student for a summary of what 
they learned

 Problem: only that student is active; the others are passive

 Solution: turn-to-your-neighbour summaries

 Resource required: worksheet to review material covered in 
class
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 Students in turn should summarise what they have learned so 
far

 They should turn to their neighbour and share their answers 
and reasoning

 Students should listen carefully to their partner’s explanation

 They should create a new, joint answer that is superior to their 
initial individual work 

 Both members should agree on this answer and be able to 
explain it

 The teacher can randomly select students to explain the joint 
answer they created with their partner

Turn-to-your-Neighbour Summaries



Four-step review
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 Useful for correction of homework or tests

 Also good for review of a new topic

 Method:

1. Students write the answer individually

2. The group members answer together

3. The teacher gives the answers

4. Groups check how they did and re-teach each other



Matching Exercises
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Match the definitions on the left with explanations on the 
right

Used in exam situations

Can be created on the internet, by teacher or by Transition 
Year students



Whip Around
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A method for reviewing material at the end of a class or a 
topic

 Students sit in a group of 3 or 4

 Taking turns, students have to say one thing that they have 
learned during the class or the topic

Continue until they run out of topics

 Listening to what others have learned can reinforce what the 
student themselves has learned



When we work in groups we:
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 G – give encouragement

 R – respect one another

 O – stay on task

 U – use quiet voices

 P – participate actively

 S – stay in our group
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Graphic Organisers
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 Provide a visual method of organising and summarising 
information

 Provide a high quality teaching and learning methodology 
for mixed ability classrooms

Accommodate the needs of students with  different learning 
styles or intelligences

May be used for:
 Pre-teaching/introduce a topic

 Teaching a topic

 Assessment for learning

 Studying

 Revision of a topic



Concept Maps



Mind-Map
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At the end of a topic, 
create a mind-map of the 
topic to assist revision

 Initially this can be done 
on the board or overhead 
projector

 Students can re-do this at 
home, using colour and 
their own creativity



Step Ladder
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Used to prioritise of rank ideas 
/information

When a topic involves prioritising or 
establishing stages with a definite 
beginning and end



Title

Equipment

Method

Results

Conclusion

Start 
here

Steps in an Experiment

Control



Stair Steps
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Can be used when a topic involves a step-by-step process



Scientific Method- An Organised approach to solving problems.

Observation

Experimentation

Hypothesis

Educated 

guess based 

on 

hypothesis

Results are 

analysed.

Collected 

and 

Recorded & 

Published –

Magazines, 

etc.

Placebo

Tests Hypothesis.

•Control- provides a 

standard

•Careful Planning & 

Design

•Safe.

•Repeatable/Replicates

•Fair- sample size

•Random Selection.

•Double Blind Testing

A 

conclusion 

is drawn in 

the context 

of existing 

knowledge.

Directly/ 

Indirectly

Interpretation

Result

Conclusion

Theory- is an explanation 
based on repeated 

hypothesis & 
experimentation.

Principle- arises 
from a theory 
which is always 

true.

Limitations of S.M.
•Extent of our Basic 
Knowledge.
•Ability to interpret results
•Accidental Discovery
•Application to the natural 
world in a state of change

Ethics refers to  
whether  issues  

are right or 
wrong



Sequence Chart

When topic involves a sequence of events



Project Guidelines

Plan Topic Take Photos Breeds

Housing Husbandry Types of 

Enterprise

Disease 

Control
Put all 

sections 

together

Submit 

Project



Chain of Events

When topic involves a series of interlinked events



Adult Fluke 

in Primary 

host.  

Stages in Lifecycle of 
Liverfluke



Funnel

When synthesising ideas, drawing conclusions, reducing a 
body of information to its core e.g. creating a definition



Mineral Matter In soils

Mineral 

Matter

Sand

Silt 

Clay

Gravel



Fish Bone
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Useful for summarising a 
whole topic in one space

 Students often find 
summarised in this way is 
easier to remember than 
pages of text

Helps to organise and 
structure information



Cereals

Barley

pH 6.5

Moisture during 

Growth 

Sandy Loam 

Deep well drained

Tolerant to continuous 

Sowing

Roll- spring only

5-8 ton/ha

3 ton Straw

Soils & Climate

Crop RotationSowing & 

Establishment

Seed bed PrepFertiliser & 

Harvesting

Yield and 

Family

Winter- 1 st Oct

Spring- 1st Mar.

1 in 3 ideal 

Combine harvester

July/ Aug 

Soil Tests

NPK Harrow

Plough

Combine drillGRAMINEAE



Brian Droplets

 For idea generation



Na

Zn
Cu

Fe

Phosphorus

Mg

Nitrogen

Elements in Food

Hydrogen

Ca

Oxygen 

Sulphur

Most 

Common

Dissolved 

in salt

Trace



Cross Classification Chart
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Useful for organising 
information according to 
various criteria

Can be used to summarise 
information in a way that is 
easy to remember



Cereal 

Potatoes

Beet

Soils & 

Climate

Seed Bed 

Prep & 

Sowing

Establish

ment.

Crop 

Rotation

Varieties

Harvesting

Storage

Yield

Tillage 

Disease 

Control



Venn Diagram

Title Title

Different DifferentSimilar

• When examining the similarities and differences between 
two items



Examples

Mitosis MeiosisDifferent DifferentSimilar

 Mitosis vs Meiosis

Osmosis vs Diffusion

 Performance vs Progeny Testing

 Condition Scoring vs Conformation 

 Photosynthesis vs Respiration

 Colostrum vs Milk



Four Corner Organiser
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Useful when characteristics of 
four related concepts/ 
topics/people are being 
explored

 Place the four in the centre of 
the organiser and two criteria 
on the outside



Growth & repair of cells-

Myosin, Keratin

Hormones, Antibodies, 

enzymes

Carbon Hydrogen 

Oxygen

Fat Soluble – Vitamin D

•Helps absorb calcium 

•Healthy bones & teeth

•Deficiency Disease-

Rickets/ osteomalacia

•Source= Sun

Water Soluble-

Vitamin C-

•Forms connective 

tissue especially 

skin & Muscles.

•Deficiency 

Disease- Scurvy

•Helps Healing

•Immune System

Fats

VitaminsProteins  

Carbohydrates 

Food Biomolecules

G
ly

c
e

ro
lMonosaccharide-

Glucose

Carbon Hydrogen 
Oxygen

Amino Acid

Minerals

Disaccharide-

Sucrose/Maltose

Polysaccharide-

Starch/gylcogen/fibre

FA
1

FA 
2

FA 
3

FA 
2

FA 
1

G
ly

c
e

ro
l

P

Animals Plants

Ca- Bones & 
teeth

Ca- forms 
middle Lamella

Fe- forms 
Haemoglobin

Mg- Forms 
Chlorophyll

Water

Triglyceride
Phospholipi

d

1. Excellent 

Solvent

2. Component of 

body fluids.

3. Bulk of 

cytoplasm

4. Good absorber 

of heat

5. Medium for 

Chemical 

Reactions

Energy release, 

insulates, energy 

store

Energy release, 

produces energy, 

cell walls



Tri Pie
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 This can be used to generate ideas for different points of 
view 

Pro Con

Maybe



Starburst 
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 Many examination questions 
require five points in the answer

 This organiser helps students 
who are visual learners to 
remember the points easily

 Agreeing the points in a small 
group helps long-term memory 
retention



Cells Tissues Organs Systems Organism

Reproduction

ResponseOrganisation

Nutrition

Excretion

Characteristics 

Of Life

Characteristics of Life- ERRON

The ordered way in 

which living 

organisms are 

arranged anatomically 

and socially.

Metabolism is the 
sum of all the chemical 

reactions that take 
place in the body

Continuity of 
life. Where 

living organisms 
arise from other 
living organisms

The process of getting rid of waste 
products of metabolism.

Is how organisms react to 
stimuli in their environment.

The production of new individuals.

Life comes from life.

The process by which an 

organism obtains and uses 

food from its environment



Research Grid
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Question and answer 
learning methodology

Questions are written by the 
teacher and students 
research the answers and 
write them in

One organiser can be shared 
by a group and students can 
then fill in their own organiser 
for homework and keep it for 
study and reflection



Insert answer 

here

Explain Condition Scoring

Name 2 lowland sheep breeds 

and 2 Mountain breeds

Explain Conformation

What is breeding out of 

season?

What is a flushing? What is sponging?

Insert answer 

here

Insert answer 

here

Insert answer 

here

Insert answer 

here

Insert answer 

here

Sheep



Teacher’s Role
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 In active learning, the teacher moves from being the “sage 
on the stage” to the “guide on the side”

 Teaching methods are student-centred, and should move 
away from using lecturing, individual reading assigments
and isolated work

 Teachers become coaches, guides, sources of information, 
experience and encouragement



Other Forms of Active Learning

 Flipped classroom

 Problem-based learning

Collaborative learning

 Project-based learning

 Research-based learning

 Team-based learning



Tips:
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Use short segments of time e.g. “you have three minutes to 
complete the first two questions”

 Keep group size small.  It takes a lot of skill to manage a 
group of 4 or more.  Group size of 2 or 3 is best

Don’t let students choose their own groups.  The 
temptation to go “off task” is too great

Carefully monitor groups while they are working

Only distribute one resource per group, which encourages 
positive interdependence

2nd year groupwork0001.PDF



